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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE:
We have included a map and recommendations for each of the islands. Our recommendations include:
Camping/ Accommodations, Regional Flavours, Shopping, Sights and Activities, Hiking, Museums,
Rentals, Excursions, Services and Fuel for each island. All recommendations are numbered in the
guide and on the corresponding map. Most photos are numbered too. If the numbers are solid,
ie.

!it means we have been there and done that. If the numbers are outlined, ie.. 4it means we

are providing non-imperical information which you may find useful or that we hope to experience next
time. All URLs, email addresses within this guide include hyperlinks. Just click on the address and
connect directly to that URL or email. You can also click on the page numbers in the contents.
To return to the contents page, click on the back arrow on the bottom right of each spread.
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We are Folksblogen
We do it, see it, hear it, smell it, touch it, taste it,
and now we’re sharing it with you.
Since May 2014, we have travelled through most of Canada and the USA and dipped into
Mexico by campervan. We’ve camped in innumerable provincial, state, national, municipal
and private campgrounds, at Harvest Hosts and boondocked throughout North America.
We have shopped for food at farmer’s markets, and roadside stands, mom and pop shops
and grocery chains far and wide. We have eaten at restaurants, from food trucks, in cafes.
We research it all wherever we go. We map routes, take ferries, ride bikes, rent kayaks and
canoes, visit museums, read books about the places we spend time. We cross borders.
Travel with a dog named MacDuff. We work from the road, in the van. Seek out Airbnbs
and unique hotels. We’ve sought out mechanics in countless states and provinces. We hike
trails everywhere we go. We have so much information to share! Good Guides are about
sharing the empirical, Greek for experience, meaning using all of the senses. After all, to
know something is to see it, hear it, taste it, smell it — exactly how we love to travel and
experience the world. Our goal is to share everything good we have experienced.
— Julie Gibb and Christian Morrison, www.folksblogen.com
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